Nanotechnology in retinal drug delivery
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INTRODUCTION

The human eye is vulnerable to different types of damage, whether genetic or acquired. The eye’s structure can be classified into two parts: 1) the anterior segment; 2) the posterior segment. The pupil, cornea, iris, ciliary body, aqueous humor, and lens make up the anterior segment, whereas vitreous humor, macula, retina, choroid, and optic nerve are parts of the posterior segment. The retina is the nerve layer that receives light, which creates impulses that are transmitted through the optic nerve to the brain. The macula is a small area of the retina that contains special light-sensitive cells. Any dysfunction or deterioration of vital ocular tissue often has a profound impact on patient quality of life. The most common retinal diseases include age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and diabetic retinopathy (DR). Cytomegalovirus (CMV) retinitis, proliferative vitreoretinopathy, Stargardt disease and retinoblastoma also occur but are relatively rare in the US. According to a report from the United States Center for Disease Control (CDC), it is estimated that more than 3.3 million Americans, aged 40 years and older, are either legally blind or have poor vision. In the US, AMD is the leading cause of permanent impairment of vision among people aged 65 years and older, while DR is mainly responsible for blindness among young to middle-aged individuals. Over the past decades, a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms of ocular pathogenesis has led to the development of several new therapeutic entities. However, how to adequately deliver therapeutic agents to the back of the eye (i.e. the retina) remains a challenge. Intravitreal injections are now the standard method to administer retinal drugs, but associated complications are always a concern. Improving the efficacy of intravitreal injections and increasing patient compliance have gained the most research interest accompanied by ongoing research to explore the feasibility of periocular and systemic routes for retinal drug delivery. Owing to the advance of material and bioengineering science, nanotechnology has become one of the fastest growing fields today. A wide range of innovations in this area holds promise for more effective ocular drug delivery systems. In this review, specific eye anatomy and constraints in ocular drug administration are illustrated. Second, several examples of nanoparticles reported...
in the past ten years for management of ocular diseases are highlighted and reviewed, followed by our perspective on opportunities and challenges for future nanotechnology in retinal drug delivery. However, this mini-review is intended to be a nanotechnology introduction rather than a compilation of all reported nanoparticles. For a comprehensive summary of nanoparticles for retinal drug delivery, we refer the reader to the publications by Bisht et al\textsuperscript{[4]}; Joseph and Venkatraman\textsuperscript{[5]}.

**TREATMENTS FOR RETINAL DISEASES AND OCULAR BARRIERS TO RETINAL DRUG DELIVERY**

Currently, a number of therapeutic agents are available to treat retinal diseases, which include monoclonal antibodies (e.g. bevacizumab), fusion proteins (e.g. aflibercept) and small molecules (e.g. ganciclovir). Compared with small molecules, antibodies typically display a prolonged half-life, higher specificity to their sites of action and decreased toxicity\textsuperscript{[9,10]}. The anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) drugs, e.g. bevacizumab (Avastin\textsuperscript{[6]}; Genentech Inc., CA, USA), ranibizumab (Lucentis\textsuperscript{[7]}; Genentech, Inc., CA, USA) and aflibercept (Eylea\textsuperscript{[8]}; Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc., NY, USA), are widely used in the US to treat “wet” (neovascular) AMD over the last decade\textsuperscript{[6]}. Regarding DR, a retinal disease caused by complications of diabetes, in 2015 US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved aflibercept to be used for this condition, following aflibercept’s earlier approval for treatment of wet AMD. On the other hand, the immunocompromised patients with CMV retinitis often need long-term antiretroviral therapy (e.g. ganciclovir) to prevent vision loss\textsuperscript{[7]}. To date, intravitreal and subretinal injection are the only two options of administrating therapeutic agents to the retina in clinical practice.

The primary reason of drug delivery limitation is the multiple physical boundaries (Figure 1) within the eye, which consist of corneal and conjunctival epithelium, blood-aqueous barriers (BAB), and blood-retinal barriers (BRB). These structures restrict the passage of molecules and fluids to the retina and also impede drug penetration\textsuperscript{[9]}. Conventional drug administration systems such as eye drops, suspensions, and ointments are usually the most convenient methods to administer ophthalmic medications but they mainly target the anterior segment of the eye\textsuperscript{[9]}. To treat retinal diseases, conventional dosage forms (i.e. eye drops), need to traverse the anterior chamber before the drug is able to penetrate deeply into the posterior tissues. The main barriers of the anterior chamber are the corneal and conjunctival epithelium. Besides those physical barriers, other anatomical and physiological processes, such as reflex blinking, tear turnover, and nasolacrimal drainage further lower ocular bioavailability of the drug. Therefore, topical instillation is rarely used in the treatment of retinal diseases because of the lack of exposure to the retina\textsuperscript{[90]}. To enhance drug retention in the cornea and conjunctiva, pharmaceutical companies have developed topical gel systems that prolong drug exposure, particularly for dry eye syndrome\textsuperscript{[11]}. These gels are polymer-based semisolid materials with high viscosity, such as hypromellose gel (GenTeal\textsuperscript{[2]}, Alcon laboratories, Inc., Texas, USA) used for the relief of dry eye\textsuperscript{[12]}. This formulation significantly reduces the dosing frequency compared with eye drops but is still not able to enhance the drug permeation to the retinal tissue. For systemic administration, the BRB that includes capillary endothelial cells (inner BRB) and retinal pigment epithelial cells (RPE cells, outer BRB) pose the most formidable obstacles for drug delivery due to the innate protective nature of the demarcation from the rest of the circulation\textsuperscript{[13]}. Currently, numerous cell culture models of ocular barriers models are available as highly reproducible and convenient systems for nanoparticle permeability studies. The common models include primary cell culture and immortalized cell lines that represent the corneal, inner, and outer BRB separately. Some of them have been commercialized and can be purchased from major cell banks. Altogether, a challenging task in retinal drug delivery is to overcome these protective barriers of the eye and deliver the drug with minimal damage to the retinal tissues; a result, there has been a greater interest in research focused on the development of new nanotechnology-based drug delivery systems to facilitate retinal drug administration.

**NANOTECHNOLOGY IN RETINAL DRUG DELIVERY**

In the area of pharmaceutical sciences, nanomaterials are commonly interpreted as the application of nano-sized (1-1000 nm) tools in medicine, which mainly refers to all kinds of nanoparticles\textsuperscript{[14]}. In contrast to atoms and macroscopic materials, nanomaterials have a high ratio of inner and outer surface area to volume, making them suitable candidates for carrying different drugs as well as attaching targeting moiety. Furthermore, different nanoparticles can be engineered to have a wide range of sizes, shapes, and surface chemical characteristics. By attaching an ophthalmic agent to nanoparticles, it is possible
to improve the solubility of poorly water-soluble drugs, target the drug to the retina, enhance the cellular uptake of the drug, aid the transport of drug through biological barriers, increase the residence time, and protect the drug from degradation. With these advantages, nanomedicine technology offers a great platform for designing a minimally or non-invasive system to deliver drugs to the retina in a sustained manner.

Remarkable advances in the field of drug delivery and material science in recent decades have led to the development of numerous nanomaterials. The most commonly used materials for nanoparticles include synthetic polymers (polymeric micelles, dendrimers, hydrogel), lipids (liposomes), proteins (albumin nanoparticles), and even inorganic compounds (Cerium oxide nanoparticles). Polymeric micelles are self-assembled from amphiphilic copolymers with a hydrophobic core and hydrophilic shell; dendrimers are highly branched tree-structured macromolecules; hydrogels are 3D networks of hydrophilic-polymers with high level of water content (up to 99% by weight); liposomes are self-assembling structures composed of lipid bilayers enclosing an aqueous core; albumin nanoparticles function by attaching drugs to the surface of the protein albumin, a natural protein abundant in the serum of most animals.

Liposomes are small vesicles made of a lipid bilayer that can carry both hydrophilic and lipophilic drugs. Some of the benefits provided by liposome formulations are improvements in drug pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, possibility for sustained release of medications, targeting of tissues, and a decrease in systemic toxicity. Examples of chemotherapy drugs that have been approved in a liposomal form include doxorubicin, daunorubicin, and epirubicin. These drugs, when given in a liposomal form have less systemic side effects including cardiotoxicity, myelosuppression and nausea/vomiting among others. In the case of ophthalmic drug delivery, the use of liposomes have potential to provide similar benefits as mentioned above. The effects of intravitreal liposomes encapsulating tacrolimus have been investigated for experimental autoimmune uveoretinitis (EAU) in Lewis rats. Tacrolimus remained in ocular fluids for 14d after intravitreal injection and it reduced intraocular inflammation rats. Tacrolimus remained in ocular fluids for 14d after for experimental autoimmune uveoretinitis (EAU) in Lewis rats.

Liposomes encapsulating tacrolimus have been investigated for experimental autoimmune uveoretinitis (EAU) in Lewis rats. Tacrolimus remained in ocular fluids for 14d after intravitreal injection and it reduced intraocular inflammation and inhibited the development of EAU without any toxic effects. Pentablock (PB) copolymer is another example of composite nanoformulation facilitating sustained delivery of biological therapeutics. A thermosensitive gelling copolymer encapsulating immunoglobulin-G fragment (IgG-Fab) as the mock drug was developed to achieve longer drug release. In vitro results demonstrated that the burst release was negligible for that formulation and a continuous near zero-order release sustained up to 80d. Those results are very encouraging but more studies have to be conducted to determine if the results from the in vitro studies can be translated to in vivo.

To utilize nanotechnology effectively for ocular drug delivery, special attention needs to be paid to nanoparticle size, shape, material and surface properties. The ideal size should be large enough to prevent their rapid leakage into the blood vessels but small enough to be injectable or to penetrate through the biological barriers toward the retina. A study found that after intravitreal administration, larger particles (2 μm) were found to remain in the vitreous cavity, whereas the 200 nm particles were found evenly distributed in the vitreous cavity and the inner limiting membrane. The smaller 50 nm particles were detected in the retina even after 2mo post injection. It should be noted that nanoparticles with similar sizes but different surface properties may express different distributions inside the eye, which provide valuable information for optimizing the physical-chemical properties of nanoparticles for retinal drug delivery. On the other hand, nanoparticles can be constructed based on needs of different drugs which can’t be delivered directly by other routes. In addition, therapeutic agents have a higher chance of reaching specific areas at the back of the eye to treat sight-threatening retinal diseases. Clinical studies examining the efficacy and safety of such delivery systems are still in progress. The ideal material for nanoparticles should be inert and biocompatible. A number of excipients approved by the FDA for human use should meet this need, such as poly lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA), poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG), and poly (hydroxyalkanoates) (PHAs). Moreover, bovine serum albumin (BSA), chitosan, Eudragit RS (ERS), and poly acrylic acid (PAA) have been used for ocular drug delivery. In summary, a variety of nanostructures that differ in size, shape, structure, and material have been utilized for the administration of ophthalmic drugs.

Despite the advantages of nanoparticles, there is a growing concern about their potential toxicity, especially for those nanoformulations engineered with synthetic materials. Currently, although most published nanoparticles claimed to be nontoxic or minimally toxic to cell lines or animals, very few studies have focused on identifying nanoparticle associated toxicity. It was reported that high doses of cyclodextrin siRNA nanoparticle by intravenous injection have led to

![Figure 2: Representative examples of nanoparticles for retinal drug delivery.](image)
Multiple tissue toxicities\textsuperscript{25}. However, it is still unclear the toxic response is attributed the nanomaterials. Nevertheless, the nanomaterial toxicity remained to be examined by comprehensive and long-term studies in future.

**VARIOUS ADMINISTRATION ROUTES FOR RETINAL DRUG DELIVERY**

Drug delivery strategies targeting the retina range from systemic administration to the clinically commonly used intravitreal injections. Representative examples of retinal drug delivery systems under research are listed in Table 1.

### Intravitreal Route

Intravitreal injections were first reported in 1944 but not widely used until the 1990s\textsuperscript{31}, and continue to be the most common method for the treatment of retinal diseases, particularly for administration of macromolecules like bevacizumab (149 kDa). The 27 or 30-gauge needles are often used for injection of various drugs into the vitreous body. Under this route, the drug passively diffuses in all directions instead of directly targeting the retina following drug administration. Multiple nanomaterials have been utilized via the intravitreal route as discussed below.

The use of liposomes in ocular drug delivery has been explored by encapsulating bevacizumab to achieve sustained release of drugs via the dehydration-rehydration method\textsuperscript{122}. After reducing the size of liposomes to the nanoscale with 0.22 μm filters, the final liposomal formulation was injected into the vitreous body of the rabbit models. The mean concentration of free bevacizumab in the eyes that received liposomal bevacizumab compared with the eyes that were injected with soluble bevacizumab was one and five times higher at day 28 and 42, respectively. Another formulation used to prolong the release of bevacizumab is PLGA nanoparticles. PLGA is an FDA-approved polymer with great biocompatibility and biodegradability\textsuperscript{33}. It tends to degrade slowly in the body by hydrolysis of ester bonds between monomer units, leading to the release of the drug from the cavities of the particles. This property has been utilized to make a controlled-release formulation of bevacizumab\textsuperscript{26,34}.

In contrast to liposomes, PLGA nanoparticles require low-cost materials and are more easily produced at large scales. Huu et al\textsuperscript{27} used PLGA nanoparticles as the standard system to compare the efficacy with light-responsive nanoparticle. Both nanoparticles were used to deliver Nintedanib, a small molecule angiogenesis inhibitor.

Clinical studies have shown that intravitreal injections are typically safe procedures with a low risk for complications in most cases. However, the risks of complications should always be considered as physiological/disease conditions vary in the human populations. Some possible complications of intravitreal injections include ocular hypertension, inflammation, intraocular hemorrhage, infection within the eye (endophthalmitis), and rarely, retinal detachment. On the other hand, the estimated incidence of endophthalmitis associated with intravitreal injections of triamcinolone acetonide ranged from 0.86% to 6.73% per injection, much higher than the incidence with anti-VEGF compounds, which ranges from 0.019% to 0.077% per injection\textsuperscript{63}. This adverse effect may be attributed to multiple factors, such as the use of preservatives, large size of needles and triamcinolone-induced immunosuppression. This unmet medical need points towards an important direction for the future work of nanotechnology research.

### Periocular Route

The periocular route refers to the use of space surrounding the eyeball but within the orbit to deliver drugs. In contrast to intravitreal administration, the periocular route is a minimally invasive alternative for therapeutics targeting the retina because sclera is not be punctured, thereby greatly improving patient compliance and safety. Periocular pathways used for retinal drug delivery include four sub-routes: the subconjunctival, retrobulbar, peribulbar, and sub-tenon routes. The subconjunctival space is closest to the outside of the eyeball while the retrobulbar site is behind the eyeball. The sub-tenon and peribulbar spaces are between them, along with the orbit. The periocular route doesn’t require the drug to penetrate through the corneal and conjunctival epithelium, but the sclera has to be traversed before the drug reaches the retina irrespective the sub-route used.

Currently, the subconjunctival injection of drug-loaded nanoparticles has been most commonly explored among various periocular routes. The subconjunctival space is just beneath the conjunctival membrane that covers the sclera and is easier to reach than other periocular spaces. It is reported that a biodegradable and thermosensitive gel, through

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle Type</th>
<th>Drug (Payload)</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLGA</td>
<td>Bevacizumab</td>
<td>Wet AMD</td>
<td>Intravitreal</td>
<td>2012\textsuperscript{26}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-responsive</td>
<td>Nintedanib</td>
<td>Neovascularization</td>
<td>Intravitreal</td>
<td>2015\textsuperscript{27}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentablock copolymer</td>
<td>IgG-Fab fragment</td>
<td>General retinal diseases</td>
<td>Intravitreal</td>
<td>2016\textsuperscript{28}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA dendrimer</td>
<td>Carboplatin</td>
<td>Retinoblastoma</td>
<td>Subconjunctival</td>
<td>2014\textsuperscript{29}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liposome</td>
<td>Rpe65 DNA</td>
<td>Rpe65 associated blindness</td>
<td>Subretinal</td>
<td>2014\textsuperscript{29}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naked siRNA</td>
<td>Claudin-5 siRNA</td>
<td>Modulation of BRB</td>
<td>Systemic</td>
<td>2009\textsuperscript{30}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLGA: Poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid); PMMA: Polymethylmethacrylate; RPE: Retinal pigment epithelium.
subconjunctival administration, could provide sustained release of ovalbumin to the choroid and retina\textsuperscript{36}. The ovalbumin concentrations were maintained at measurable levels in the sclera, choroid, and retina of rats over a period of 14d. This method provides an easier and safer way to target the retina, compared to other methods such as ocular insertion of solid implants. This study also indicated that the macromolecule ovalbumin proteins are able to traverse RPE cells to the retinal layer; however, this still needs more experimental verification. Carboplatin is a chemotherapy drug used against retinoblastoma, an eye cancer often found in children, and subconjunctival administration of carboplatin loaded dendrimers to treat murine retinoblastoma has been explored. The results of the study showed that nanoparticles encapsulated with carboplatin were more effective than carboplatin in aqueous solution in terms of reducing tumor burden\textsuperscript{37}. Another study reported highly efficient loading of hydrophilic carboplatin in a hydrophobic polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) nanocarrier, a biocompatible and slowly biodegradable acrylic polymer, and compared its ocular kinetics to the bare carboplatin. This nanoparticle displayed a higher trans-scleral permeability gradient in the vitreous, leading to sustained higher levels of carboplatin for the treatment for advanced retinoblastoma\textsuperscript{38}.

Hydrogels are another type of material used to deliver drugs, including insulin, to treat DR via subconjunctival injection. One study showed that the insulin released from the hydrogels could be detected in the retina by using confocal microscopy and significantly reduced the DNA fragmentation of diabetic retinas one week post subconjunctival implantation\textsuperscript{39}. In addition, hydrogels can be engineered to possess remarkable biocompatibility, hydrophilicity, flexibility, and elasticity making them highly suitable for ocular drug delivery and targeting\textsuperscript{40}. More sophisticated stimuli-responsive hydrogel systems are also emerging, such as ion-, pH-, and thermo-sensitive hydrogels that undergo reversible volume or sol-gel phase transition upon certain stimuli\textsuperscript{41}.

Collectively, the periocular route can be used as an alternative choice for ocular drug delivery because it deposits agents adjacent to the target tissues, such as the choroid and retina, and is less invasive than the intravitreal route, however, some anterior segment complications such as intraocular pressure, hyphema, and cataracts have been observed following periocular injections\textsuperscript{42}.

**Subretinal Route** The subretinal (under the retina) route is another site explored for retinal drug delivery. The subretinal cavity is the space between RPE cells and photoreceptors, and the injected materials come into direct contact with the targeted RPE cells through this route\textsuperscript{42}. The subretinal injection is typically more invasive than other routes of injection but relatively higher concentrations of therapeutic agents can be reached due to minimal dilution within the cavity\textsuperscript{43}. This makes it an excellent site for drug delivery, especially for transfection of RPE cells in gene delivery. In 2014, the subretinal route was used to inject a non-viral biocompatible, liposome-protamine-DNA complex to deliver retinal pigment epithelium 65 (RPE65) gene, a critical gene responsible for the regeneration of the visual pigment, to the retina. Long-term expression of RPE65 gene in knockout mice, that lacked the native RPE65 gene, led to in vivo correction of blindness\textsuperscript{29}. On Dec. 2017, voretigene neapavvec-rzyl (Luxturna\textsuperscript{8}; Spark Therapeutics, Inc., PA, USA), a virus vector-based gene therapy administered by subretinal injection, was approved by FDA to treat patients with RPE65 mutation-associated retinal dystrophy\textsuperscript{44}. Novel nanotechnology currently in lab research may be translated to future voretigene neapavvec-rzyl formulation.

**Systemic Route** For decades, the systemic administration has been considered infeasible in ocular drug delivery because less than 2% of systematically administered drugs could reach the vitreous\textsuperscript{45}. As noted above, the passage of a drug is prohibited by the blood-retinal barrier, especially in the case of drug delivery to the posterior segment of the eye where the direction of drug penetration is opposite to the direction of intraocular liquid circulation\textsuperscript{10}. Despite lower efficacy, the systemic route still presents an attractive strategy since it doesn’t involve penetration into ocular tissues, making it very convenient especially for outpatients. Miettinen et al\textsuperscript{46} explored a novel strategy to overcome the ocular tissue obstacle by successfully opening the BRB reversibly and transiently with RNAi technology\textsuperscript{30}. The RNAi target was the claudin-5 protein, a critical component of tight junctions. Upon injection of claudin-5 siRNA into the mice tail vein, claudin-5 was down-regulated in the retina and permeability of microvessels was increased 48h post-administration. After 72h, the level of permeability returned to normal levels. The limitation of this study is the specificity of claudin-5. Claudin-5 is expressed in many other tissues such as glandular and ductal epithelia. Further investigation into this research is needed to verify the adverse effects at the center of concern. Aside from pharmacological intervention, there is evidence that BRB breakdown is naturally induced in some situations, such as ocular traumas and diabetes\textsuperscript{47}. The understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms of the BRB is still evolving with new research, and these findings have the potential to provide new possibilities for the application of systemic administration in retinal drug delivery.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES**

Nanotechnology has evolved considerably since its advent and is undergoing different developmental stages. Intravitreal, periocular, subretinal, and systemic drug delivery systems all have their advantages and drawbacks. The nanotechnology-based delivery systems used in these routes offer promising alternatives for overcoming the limitations of the frequent
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